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There was a time, believe it or not, when 

the first movies were released without 

sound! Hard to imagine these days, I 

know, but Charlie Chaplin, amongst 

others, became a superstar on the big 

screen without words! Interestingly, 

without words, everyone who watched a 

silent movie knew exactly what was 

happening and could follow the story and 

all the conversations. This is a brilliant 

metaphor for life and an incredibly 

important lesson for us all … our actions 

will always speak louder than words. 

 

Last weekend I met a two very cute brothers; Sebastian who was 5 years old and 
Luke who was 3.  It was Saturday morning and I was at the park playground … no, 
not playing on the swings … I was doing my exercises on the equipment! As I was 
training I noticed a family walking towards me – mum & dad and two young boys 
(who I was soon to meet as Sebastian & Luke).  The young boys ran excitedly to 
the equipment and were obviously looking forward to playing on the monkey 
bars, the swings, the slides and all the other cool stuff with their parents. 
 
Just as they arrived at the playground 
the father said to Sebastian and Luke, 
“You two stay here and play by 

yourselves, your mother and I are going to 

run around the oval - we will be back 

soon.” Both the little boys said in unison, 
“Don’t go mummy and daddy, stay and 

play with us.” But the parents ignored 
them and headed off in the opposite 
direction as the boys were calling out, 
“Come back, don’t run away”.  

 

The parents kept running, saying 
nothing and just ignoring their son’s 
pleas … when they were off in the 
distance the 3 year old boy, Luke turned 
to his older brother and said, “they are 

always running away from us”, then he 
said “they think we are monsters”. I 
really felt for these young boys. 
 

 

 



What are your actions speaking? 
There is no doubt in my mind that these parents love their sons and I am sure 
would do anything for them, but what was the message their actions 
communicated to their two young and impressionable children that morning? It 
certainly wasn’t ‘I love you and want to spend time with you.’ What their actions 
actually communicated to their children was ‘You are not important enough to 

spend time with because we are far too busy.’ Is that what they wanted to or 
meant to communicate to their children? Certainly not … but that is what they 
actually said to their children without words! What are your actions 
communicating to the most important people in your life? 
 

This was an incredibly important event 
for me in two ways. Firstly, it shook me 
up and forced me to think about what my 
actions are communicating to Laura and 
the most important people in my life. I 
know there are times when I get so 
focussed on what I am doing I may be 
communicating that other things and 
people are less important than my 
current project … which isn’t true. I need 
to be very conscious of this and make 
sure these people know exactly how I 
feel about them at all times.  
 

Secondly, it caused me to reflect back to my own childhood and the times when I 
wrongly interpreted the actions of others and was emotionally affected as a 
result. I can remember clearly, as a child, feeling like I wasn’t getting the attention 
I believed should have got from my parents. They were both busy with other 
important things … it was no reflection on how they felt about me at all. As a 
sooky child, I would regularly run away from home to the deserted laneway down 
the street for all of 15 minutes. I would then come back even sookier than before I 
ran away because no-one came looking for me. I was only away for 15 minutes 
and they didn’t even know I was gone!! I now know they love me and can see how 
I misinterpreted their actions – but how are small children supposed to know?  
 

Make your actions say NOW what you want others to hear 
It is not just small children who can 
misinterpret actions to mean something 
that they do not. There is a saying that 
goes, ‘Your actions speak so loud, I can’t 

hear a word you are saying’. Wouldn’t it 
be devastating for someone who you 
love and care about to ever possibly think 
that they are not important to you. Just 
understand it is less about what you say 
to them but far more about your actions. 
 
Let your actions say what you feel to special people in your life this week. 
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